Distinctive materials for
a well-rounded education

1-800-749-1681
www.zeezok.com

Welcome.
At Zeezok Publishing we are committed to
providing unique materials for you to use
in the education of your children. Whether
it’s our new Music Appreciation curriculum
based on our popular Great Musician Series or
Practical & Foundational Economics, a high school
economics course, emphasizing a practical “handson” approach with critical-thinking skills and the
evaluation of historical and contemporary economic
events, our materials are distinctive and unlike
anything else on the market today.
Thanks for taking the time to look through our
catalog. Let us know how we can help you.

How to order
call 1-800-749-1681
www.zeezok.com
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There are two educations. One should
teach us how to make a living and the
other how to live.
—John Adams
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Great Musician Series
K–6

Music Appreciation for the Elementary Grades: Book 1
Zeezok Publishing is proud to introduce Music Appreciation for the
Elementary Grades: Book 1 where your child will come to know,
love and appreciate seven different composers—Bach, Handel,
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Paganini, and Schubert. This curriculum introduces classical music to your children and begins to
instill within them a love and appreciation for this unique genre.
This two-year curriculum is structured as a thorough music appreciation program, including an introduction to music theory. It not
only meets the national academic requirements from kindergarten
through sixth grade, but also opens up a new world of fine art and
entertainment for your students. This flexible and easily arranged
program will expose your students to multiple songs by each composer as they learn to recognize these well-loved pieces, learn of
these composers’ lives, and begin understanding the significance of
music in our world. Curriculum includes over 2 ½ hours of professionally recorded music.
Visit zeezok.com for current pricing and supplemental
music appreciation materials.

The curriculum builds an
appreciation of music and
motivates your children
to pursue music for
themselves.

Tidbits of Interest provide
oodles of fascinating facts
about the life and times of
the composer.

Hands-on Activities
provide fun projects for
your child while they learn
about various aspects of
the composer’s life.
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Great Musician Series Readers

K–6

Back in print! You will love the Wheeler & Deucher composers’
series from the mid-20th century. These classic readers for children will be enjoyed by all family members. You will be amazed at
how much history, biographical material, and music are included
as your child enjoys exciting stories about the lives of these great
musicians. Visit zeezok.com for supplemental resources.
Great Musician Series Readers: Book......................................................$13.95
Great Musician Series: Audio Book...........................................................$15.95
Sebastian Bach, The Boy from Thuringia

This is the first complete work on the life of
Bach ever written for children. Every important incident is mentioned and every detail of
the story is true. It is filled with vivid descriptions of Bach’s childhood and adult life. The
music reproduced represents all the kinds of
music that Bach wrote. A child can never really
know music unless he knows Bach, for his contribution is the foundation and structural basis of all music after
his time. But it is more the human side of this book that will make
it live, for in it the great master breathes.
Mozart, The Wonder Boy

Mozart, The Wonder Boy presents the musical
genius of this child prodigy, the loving family in which he was reared, and the impact he
had on the world around him. “Here is a book
about the most musical boy that ever lived.
Fortunately for us he wrote a great deal of music and this we can hear today even though we
can never hear him play it. His music is always
lovely and you will surely hear more of it as you grow up. Through
his music, Mozart will always be to us a wonder child and a wonder man.”—Peter W. Dykema-from the original 1941 edition

Ludwig Beethoven and the Chiming Tower Bells

“This is his story...an inspiring story of his
achievements against all odds...of his growing deafness...’Long live Beethoven!’ shouted
the audience... But the master could not hear
them, and as a singer turned him gently to face
the audience, the noble head bowed low as
he saw from the flutter of handkerchiefs, the
applause that rained upon him...” Thus Opal
Wheeler captures the superb quality of musical
greatness of Beethoven and communicates it to boys and girls—a
stirring tribute to one of the greatest composers of all..
Joseph Haydn, The Merry Little Peasant

This is an inspiring children’s biography of the
great musician Haydn. The story winds its way
into the hearts of all music loving children: for
it is told with all the understanding, sympathy
and appreciation that its two authors have to
give. Be inspired by the musical beginning
of the boy who later played before kings in
palaces, and who has left us some of the most
beautiful music ever written.
The Young Brahms

Johannes Brahms, the frail little son of poor
parents, had a love for fine music and music
and composing. This love led to lessons and
then to a speedy success. Composing, teaching,
playing on whatever piano was available, these
filled the boy’s day. The book closes when, at
fifteen he dedicates a beautiful piece to Lieschen, the lovely daughter of Adolph Giesemann in whose home he has spent the summer. Several of Brahms’ best known compositions are included.
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Franz Schubert and His Merry Friends

This book is about the brilliant young
Schubert, his merry friends, and their pranks
and escapades. One interesting story in the
book is the new light that is shed on the history
of the Unfinished Symphony. There are many
selections from the composer’s magnificent
music in this volume. We have the March Militaire, the Moment Musicale, the theme of The
Erlking, a dance from the opera, Rosamunde,
Rondos, Dances, the lovely, lovely waltzes, impromptu pieces, the
“Cradle Song” (a favorite of almost every child) and several of the
beautiful songs.
Frederick Chopin, The Early Years

Frederic Chopin was a celebrated pianist and
probably the greatest composer for the piano
the world has ever known. He loved music
from babyhood and when his family moved
to Warsaw a few years after his birth, he was
placed under the tutelage of the best masters of
music in Poland. The story is told of his early
years through the momentous day in Vienna
when his playing at the theatre of Count Gallenburg actually
launched his career as a major figure in the world of music.
Frederick Chopin, The Later Years

Chopin returned to Vienna to find only a cool
welcome awaiting him. Vienna wanted to
dance and sing and forget war...and Poland was
on the brink of war. In Paris, however, Chopin
found himself warmly welcomed; his concerts
became the vogue; his days were crowded with
both gaiety and the work he loved. Years passed
and the world hailed his greatest compositions. Then ill health
began making inroads on his time and at the peak of his career, the
great composer and pianist died in Paris, but his music lives on.

Stephen Foster and His Little Dog Tray

Behind the gentle sadness of such songs as
“Old Black Joe,” “My Old Kentucky Home” and
“Old Folks At Home,” lies the dreaming, homeloving spirit of the man who wrote them—Stephen Collins Foster. There is much more in
this book than the engaging story of the young
Stephen Foster, and his music. In this appealing, sensitive biography of the composer whose
folk songs are our common heritage, is told one of the real stories
of our own America.
Edward MacDowell and His Cabin in the Pines

And here is a sensitive, appealing and lively
biography of America’s beloved composer,
Edward MacDowell, which boys and girls will
take to their hearts and treasure. His Quaker
beginnings, his irrepressible interest in music,
his youthful triumphs abroad, his visit to the
master, Franz Liszt, his romance with his pupil,
the lovely Marian Nevins, their marriage and
return to America, the launching of the Peterboro, New Hampshire, colony, which bears his name—these are some of the delightful stories in the rich career of one of America’s greatest composers.
Handel at the Court of Kings

With clarity and with admirable simplicity,
keyed to the understanding of children, Opal
Wheeler has traced the many-sided career of
George Frederic Handel, whose restless nature
vied always with his tremendous ability as a
composer and director. Handel’s strange boyhood, clouded by the fact that his father did not
want him to become a musician, and the later years when, thanks to
the patronage of the Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels, his music was played
before the greatest music lovers of Europe—all this makes absorbing
reading. The selections of Handel’s music included are those best
understood and most apt to be mastered by young musicians.
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Robert Schumann and Mascot Ziff

From the time he was a little boy, playing with
his beloved cat, Ziff, in his home village in
Saxony, until he became the famous composer,
friend of Mendelssohn, Chopin, and Liszt,
Robert Schumann lived happily and pleasantly.
Unlike many of his contemporaries, he had
few major problems to overcome. His work,
his family life, all brought him the reward of
renown and joy.
Peter Tchaikovsky and the Nutcracker Ballet

A great composer comes to life in this vivid,
exciting story of Peter Tchaikovsky, a young
man driven by his genius through the early
years of his career and on to enviable success
and world recognition. Always enchanted with
the world of childhood, Peter began to write
ballets for his sister Alexandra’s children. The
Sleeping Beauty was followed by Swan Lake,
and finally he created The Nutcracker Ballet,
which assured his place in the hearts of children and adults alike.
The Story of Peter Tchaikovsky

The author sympathetically shows what a
nervous, unpredictable child Peter Tchaikovsky
was and how his love for music was almost
greater than he could bear. Any sort of routine was impossible for him, and as a result,
he could not bring himself to practice law as
an adult. However, music still beckoned, and
under the great Anton Rubinstein, he made
progress. It was early one morning, seated at a
table in the deserted dining room of an inn, that he wrote the first
draft of his first symphony.

Paginini, Master of Strings

Written in warmth and understanding, the
present book on Paganini begins with his unhappy childhood along the wharves in Genoa
and carries him straight through the tempestuous years when great genius and poverty waged
an endless battle, which genius finally won.
Added to a delightful story there are some of
Paganini’s simpler compositions for the young
music student to try.
Adventures of Richard Wagner

At a young age, Wilhelm Richard Wagner
came under the spell of Weber’s opera, Der
Freischutz, and copied the entire score to
memorize. He was profoundly influenced by a
Beethoven symphony, heard for the first time
in Leipzig. The mighty music thundered in his
mind as he walked from the concert hall, and
he determined, then and there, to become a
great composer. Richard Wagner is an amazing example in music history—one of the few composers of stature
who learned his art from the untutored study of the masterpieces
of his day.
Great Musician Series Readers: Book......................................................$13.95
Great Musician Series: Audio Book...........................................................$15.95
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Government & Economics
Practical and Foundational Economics

HS

Designed to teach basic economic principles with practical
application to the student’s real-life situation, Practical and
Foundational Economics covers all the national standards as
determined by the Council for Economic Education.
We unapologetically affirm that capitalism is the best economic
model devised by the mind of man. It works because its foundation
rests squarely on the economic principles found in God’s Word. It
fails when sinful human beings misuse the system for their benefit
without proper consequences. The solution to economic problems
is a restoration of biblical authority and constant reminding
of biblical economic principles. Practical and Foundational
Economics is not boring memorization of economic
terminology, but learning how to use economic principles in
real-life situations.

Imprimis articles (reprinted with the gracious permission of
Hillsdale College) provide a great opportunity for economic
interaction with your student. These articles contain much
food for thought about what is right and wrong with the
American economy.
Practical and Foundational Economics is structured to simplify
your workload as a homeschooling parent. The student workbook contains everything needed to complete the course—
quizzes and tests, a two-part final exam, answer keys, and grade
book.
Visit zeezok.com for current pricing.
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A Noble Experiment

The History and Nature of the American Government

HS

At its inception in 1787, the new U.S. constitutional government
began with the premise that people could successfully rule themselves. But could this form of government endure, or would it fail,
as did the democratic Greek city-states and the Roman Republic?
Will our departure from the principles upon which we were founded be the death of our civilization? In light of the serious nature of
these questions, Zeezok Publishing produced A Noble Experiment
high school government course. We want succeeding generations
to successfully prove the hypothesis of self-government.
Built around primary source documents and the classic film Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington, A Noble Experiment’s conservative
approach to the study of government combines video instruction with a consumable student workbook and a CD of teacher
materials used in the one-semester course. The student workbook
contains a course outline, a course syllabus listing the daily assignments and materials needed for each day’s lesson, the primary

source readings, various student activities based on the readings
and the DVD lessons, and periodic assessments (quizzes, tests, and
a two-part final exam). The teacher CD includes the course outline
and course syllabus, a grade book to record student scores, answer
keys for all graded assignments, and a transcript of each video
lesson with highlighted key concepts. The transcript enables the
teacher to quickly look up pertinent information without the need
to watch the video lessons. Students may also use the transcript to
review for assessments.
Designed to be student-directed with a minimum of teacher
preparation and involvement, this course can be used by an individual student or in a home school co-op setting. The forty-eight
lessons can be modified to accommodate a co-op schedule or
unique individual circumstances. On non-class days, students read
the primary source
documents, complete
“homework” assignments, or study
for assessments.
A Noble Experiment covers all the
national standards
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for high school civics and government, as well as the subject matter
traditionally included in secondary government courses. With its
unique and interesting approach to the subject matter, we trust students will enjoy studying the foundations, principles, and organization of our government. Students will explore the political heritage
which impacted our nation, study the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution, and discuss contemporary issues affecting
our nation such as immigration and globalization.
A Noble Experiment: Course DVDs &
Teacher Resource CD.................................................................................... $79.99
A Noble Experiment: Student Activity Book....................................$19.99
A Noble Experiment: Combined Set
(DVD, Teacher CD, and Activity Book)............................................$89.98
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington DVD........................................................ $15.98
Note: Mr. Smith Goes to Washington DVD is recommended for the
coursework for A Noble Experiment.

Ancient China

To the Great Wall… and Beyond

K–6 +

Ancient China is a detailed unit study of eleven
key dynasties in Chinese history. Daily lessons
plans listing project supplies, recommended
resources, writing assignments and timeline
suggestions, as well as extensive teaching notes,
are provided for each dynasty. Reproducible
maps, timeline figures, an end-of-study quiz,
review activities, and an expansive bibliography are also supplied. This 12-week unit study
includes: history, geography, science, Bible,
health, language arts, arts & crafts, research skills, and critical
thinking. Ancient China was written for students in K-6, but contains extensive teaching notes and supplemental project ideas for
students in junior and senior high.
Ancient China: To the Great Wall… and Beyond............................$13.95

to the Movies
Elem–HS

Our movie guides are a great way to incorporate media (a powerful
teaching tool in our increasingly electronic society) into your social
studies curriculum.
Each guide contains a topic overview, movie synopsis, and ten
learning activities for an in-depth study of the film. The topic
overview puts the film in historical context, giving a student with
no prior knowledge of the topic important background information. The one-page movie synopsis provides a more detailed
explanation of the movie’s storyline than typically found on the
back cover of the video case or on movie review websites. While
watching the film the first time through, students answer the movie
review questions. This assignment forces the viewer to become
an active learner rather than a passive observer. Nine additional
activities provide interdisciplinary educational opportunities built
around the movie’s themes. Certain activities require the student to
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use outside resources (library, internet, etc.) to learn more about
the topic. Many of the guides contain related memorization selections, coupled with a public performance option, to develop the
student’s mental prowess and public speaking abilities. Creative
and critical writing assignments nurture the student’s confidence in
putting their thoughts on paper. Every guide contains a “hands-on”
activity for the kinesthetic learner, often focusing on developing
the student’s artistic abilities. The “Worldview Activity” gets to the
heart of critical thinking by asking the student to evaluate the actors’ attitudes and actions. For example, the Scarlet Pimpernel deals
with civil disobedience and the preservation of innocent life. How
does this apply today in the life of the student? Is civil disobedience
okay? If so, under what circumstances. Is the preservation of innocent life good or bad? How do both of these items relate to the current abortion debate? Each guide presents “The Filmmaker’s Art,”
an activity focusing on movie-making techniques and their effect
on the viewer. Parents and siblings can contribute their thoughts
with the “For Family Discussion” section at the end of each guide.
You’ll find something for practically every area of history in Zeezok
Publishing’s initial offering of “Z” Guides. Make the silver screen
your ally in the process of training the next generation.
to the Movies...........................................................................................$12.95
DVD prices vary by title. Visit store.zeezok.com/dvd for pricing.

Ancient Civilizations
Marco Polo (2007) 

HS

One Night with the King (2006) 

HS

Topics: Medieval Europe, China, Cultural Differences, Racism, Thirteenth
Century World History
Topics: Ancient Persian History, Ancient Israel History, Loyalty, Results of
excessive pride and desire for revenge, God’s Providence
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Ancient Egypt
HS

The Ten Commandments (1956)

Topics: Ancient Jewish History, Ancient Egyptian History, Forgiveness,
Divine Providence, Egyptian Architecture

Ancient Greece
HS

Jason and the Argonauts (1963)

Topics: Ancient Greek history, Greek Mythology, Consequences of
Lying, Consequences of Disobedience

Ancient Rome
Ben-Hur (1959)

Elem

HS

Topics: Roman Empire, History of Palestine, Friendships, Consequences
of Hatred

Medieval Europe
Adventures of Robin Hood (1938) 

HS

The Knights of the Round Table (1953)

HS

Topics: Medieval English history, Ethnic Conflict, Chivalry, Civil
Disobedience
Topics: Medieval England, Character Development, Friendship,
Consequences of Forbidden Love, Leadership Qualities
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16th Century Europe
A Man For All Seasons (1966) 

HS

Luther (2003) 

HS

Topics: Tudor English History, Henry VIII, Sir Thomas More, Separation of
Church and State, Character Quality of Keeping Your Word
Topics: The Reformation, The Counter Reformation, Luther’s Ninety-Five
Theses, The Gutenberg Press

17th Century Europe
Cromwell (1970) 

HS

The Three Musketeers (1948) 

HS

Topics: English History, English Civil War, Oliver Cromwell, Principles of
Government
Topics: 17th Century France & England, French Culture, Honesty,
Identifying Character Flaws in Others, Cardinal Richelieu

18th Century Europe
A Tale of Two Cities (1958)

HS

Amazing Grace (2006)

HS

Topic: French Revolution

Topics: 18th Century British History, Abolition of Slavery, William
Wilberforce, Civic Responsibility
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American Revolution
HS

April Morning (1988) 

Topics: American Revolution, Family Relationships, Self-Sacrifice for a
Good Cause, The Maturation Process
Mid

Johnny Tremain (1957) 

Topics: Events Leading Up To The American Revolution, Dealing with
False Accusations, Handling Personal Disappointment, Self-Sacrifice for
the Good of the Nation

French Revolution
The Count of Monte Cristo (2002) 

HS

The Scarlet Pimpernel (1982)

HS

Topics: 19th Century France, Napoleon Bonaparte, Consequences
of Lying and Scheming, Dealing with False Accusations, Anger and
Revenge, Handling Wealth, Mentoring
Topics: French Revolution, Preservation of Innocent Life, Civil
Disobedience

19th Century Europe
Les Miserables (1998)

HS

Pride and Prejudice (2005) 

HS

Topics: Love, Forgiveness, Mercy, Consequences of a Vengeful Spirit,
Random Acts of Kindness, Parenting
Topics: The Regency Period, Social Satire, The French Revolution and
Napoleonic Wars, Social Classes

Westward Expansion
The Adventures of Bullwhip Griffin (1967) 

Elem

Topics: California Gold Rush, Integrity and Honesty, Gold Hunting
Techniques, Slapstick Comedy

Mid
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War Between the States
The Horse Soldiers (1959) 

HS

The Red Badge of Courage (1951)

HS

Topics: The Reformation, The American Civil War, The Underground
Railroad, Civil War Medicine, Andersonville Prison
Topics: Civil War, Conquering Your Fears, Psychology of War,
Consequences of Lying

World War I
Flyboys (2006) 

Elem

HS

Topics: World War I, Facing Uncertainty / Death, Racial Prejudice,
Aeronautics

Sergeant York (1941)

HS

Topics: World War I, Conquering Your Fears, Psychology of War,
Consequences of Lying

The Roaring Twenties
Inherit the Wind (1960)

HS

The Spirit of St. Louis (1957) 

HS

Topics: Movie Propaganda, Evolution, U.S. History: The Roaring Twenties
1925, Political Advertising
Topics: Charles Lindbergh, The History of Aviation, The Orteig Prize,
Innovations in Flight

Visit store.zeezok.com/dvd for links to purchase DVDs used in Z-Guide series
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The Great Depression
HS

The Grapes of Wrath (1941) 

Topics: 20th Century U.S. History, The Dust Bowl and the Great
Depression, Dealing with Adversity, Social Justice, Plight of Migrant
Farm Workers

Kit Kittredge (2008) 

Elem

Mid

Topics: The Great Depression, Hobo Life, Journalism

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (1939) 

Elem

HS

Topics: U.S. Government, Judicial Procedures, Power of Observation,
Capital Punishment, Social Justice
HS

To Kill a Mockingbird (1962)

T opics: U.S. History Great Depression, Race Relations, Courtroom
Procedures, Consequences of Lying

World War II
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas (2008) 

HS

Father Goose (1964) 

HS

The Great Escape (1963) 

HS

The Hiding Place (1975)

HS

Topics: Germany in World War II (1942-1944), Concentration Camps,
Consequences of Lying, Friendships and Forgiveness, Impact of
Propaganda
Topics: World War II in the Pacific, Interpersonal Relationships, Honesty
Topics: World War II, Perseverance, Teamwork, Dealing with Adversity/
Overcoming Obstacles, Facing Your Fears
Topics: World War II, Life in a German Concentration Camp, Forgiveness,
Civil Disobedience

Miracle at Midnight (1998) 

Mid

Topics: World War II in the European Theater, Nazi Government
Tactics, Danish Resistance, Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year), Moral
Obligations

Sink the Bismarck (1960) 

HS

Topics: World War II, Divine Providence, Teamwork, Doing Your Duty,
Leadership
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Post-World War II
12 Angry Men (1957)

HS

Apollo 13 (1995) 

HS

Driving Miss Daisy (1989) 

HS

Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (1967) 

HS

Topics: U.S. Government, Judicial Procedures, Power of Observation,
Capital Punishment, Social Justice
Topics: The 1960’s, The Space Race, Technology, Leadership
Topics: Post-World War II U.S. History, Personal Relationships, Race
Relationships, Discrimination
Topics: Race Relations, Interracial Marriage, Parent-Child Relationships

My Side of the Mountain (1969) 

Topics: Natural Science, Henry David Thoreau, Survival Skills

Mid

Vietnam War
The Green Berets (1968)

HS

Topics: Vietnam War, Antiwar Protests, Media Influence on Public
Opinion, Soldier Reception in the U.S.

The philosophy of the school room in
one generation will be the philosophy of
government in the next.
—Abraham Lincoln

Presidential Penmanship
Gr 1–12

Presidential Penmanship™ is a supplemental handwriting skills
program for first grade through senior high based on writings and
quotes of America’s founding fathers and presidents. This program will expose your student to the governmental principles and
moral qualities that made America a great nation. Each grade level
includes extra lined pages to print out should the student need additional space or extra practice.
First and second graders learning manuscript copy thirty-six
quotes focusing on the founding principles of the United States
and character qualities such as honesty and hard work. Quotes
chosen for the primary level are short enough to memorize, laying
a foundation for future history and civics instruction.
Third and fourth graders learning cursive copy slightly longer
quotes by our nation’s Chief Executives, as well as passages from
speeches by Patrick Henry, Thomas Paine, Thomas Jefferson, James
Madison, Andrew Jackson, Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt,
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and Franklin D. Roosevelt. The third and fourth grade practice
books include 108 skill-building lessons for practice three times
per week for thirty-six weeks.
Fifth graders utilizing the Presidential Penmanship™ program will
write selected passages from George Washington’s Rules of Civility and Decent Behavior. Each rule is accompanied by a related
Scripture verse. For example, “Be no flatterer, neither play with any
that delights not to be played with” is accompanied by “A man who
flatters his neighbor spreads a net for his feet.” (Proverbs 29:5)
The program continues in sixth grade with slightly longer presidential quotes and a “final exam” in which the student copies the
Gettysburg Address. The junior high and senior high levels start
with shorter quotes and progress to paragraph-length passages
near the end of the course. Selections include sections from the
Declaration of Independence, Lincoln’s First and Second Inaugural
Addresses, the Gettysburg Address, and Reagan’s First and Second
Inaugural Addresses—great for memorization as well as handwriting practice.
Presidential Penmanship Set (Gr 1-12)................................................ $39.99
Individual grades..................................................................................................... $12.99
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Civil War Series

Gr 6 +

The Civil War Series follows the action through the eyes of two
cousins on opposite sides of this conflict. These two young lads
meet historical characters as they deliver messages for their respective sides throughout the many battles that took place. Your
children will experience their thoughts, feelings, and hopes as they
follow the narrative from book to book.
Civil War Series—Print Edition............................ $15.95 on sale—$12.95
Civil War Series—Ebook Edition...................................................................$9.99
Civil War Series—Ebook Collection (8 book set)......................... $39.99

Book 1: The Guns
of Bull Run

Book 2: The Guns
of Shiloh

Book 3: The Scouts
of Stonewall

Book 4: The Sword
of Antietam

Book 5: The Star of
Gettysburg

Book 6: The Rock
of Chickamauga

Book 7: Shades of
the Wilderness

Book 8: The Tree of
Appomattox

Historical Fiction
My Escape from the Auto De Fé at Valladolid...................................$11.95

A historical novel of intrigue, persecution and
romance set in the tenebrous days of the Spanish
Inquisition.

In the difficult days of the Protestant Reformation, Don Fernando de la Mina, a noble landowner in Simancas, Valladolid, is arrested by the
Holy Office of the Inquisition and sentenced to
be burned at the stake for his “heresy.” Due to his
reformed convictions, which were not allowed
in those days of intolerant religious fanaticism, he finds himself
in a series of providential circumstances. These free him from
the flames, but not from an odyssey of epic proportions, until his
subsequent arrival to the Protestant kingdom of Lower Navarre in
France.
My Escape not only relates the sinister treatment of all suspects of
Lutheran heresy in Spain – culpable or not – but also captivates
the reader by its intriguing history of suspense, hope, and love. The
account is told with fascinating fervor and intensity, which should
without a doubt, cause everyone to remember the old adage:
“Those who refuse to learn from the failures of history are destined
to repeat them.”
This new edition offered to the public, commemorates the 450th
anniversary (in 2009) of the two Autos de Fé of the Spanish Inquisition held in Valladolid, on May 21st and October 8th, 1559.

It will be found an unjust and unwise jealousy
to deprive a man of his natural liberty upon
the supposition he may abuse it.
—George Washington
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The Shining Sword

Gr 5–6 +

The Shining Sword......................................................... $15.95 on sale—$12.95
The Shining Sword Study Guide eBook....................................................$4.95
The Shining Sword Audio Book....................................................................$15.95

The Shining Sword follows the story of Lanus,
a new recruit in the army of the King of kings
and Lord of Lords, as he learns about obedience, failure, victory, and the vital importance
of putting on the full armor of the King. This
fascinating allegory of spiritual warfare vividly
illustrates the Christian’s conflict with Satan.

Song of the Trumpet...................................................... $15.95 on sale—$12.95
Song of the Trumpet Study Guide eBook..................................................$4.95
Song of the Trumpet Audio Book..................................................................$15.95

In Song of the Trumpet, the much-anticipated
sequel to The Shining Sword, author Charles G.
Coleman reveals the correlation between prayer
and successful spiritual warfare. It tells of the
orphan Akara who receives a silver trumpet
that emits no sound when she blows. Join the
memorable characters from The Shining Sword
as they march forth from the King’s Castle and
enter the Valley with the Song of the Trumpet
on their lips!

To educate a man in mind and not in
morals is to educate a menace to society.
—Theodore Roosevelt

Character Building

K–3

When I’m a Daddy.......................................................................................................$4.95

When I’m a Daddy teaches your little boys
God’s way to be a daddy before he learns from
the role models of society. Show him the kind
of daddy God wants him to be. Simple words,
Bible verses, and charming illustrations will
make this a favorite book to read to your child
or for children learning to read.

When I’m a Mommy...................................................................................................$4.95

Whem I’m a Mommy is a novel paraphrase
of Proverbs 31 that will teach your little girls
and little boys God’s ideals about family living before society offers them a different set
of values. Charming illustrations and simple,
scriptural words will make this a favorite book
to read aloud or give to the child just beginning
to read.

How to order
call 1-800-749-1681
www.zeezok.com
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Elyria, OH 44036

